The vertical structure of the relationship between water vapor and precipitation is analyzed in 5 yr of radiosonde and precipitation gauge data from the Nauru Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) site. The first vertical principal component of specific humidity is very highly correlated with column water vapor (CWV) and has a maximum of both total and fractional variance captured in the lower free troposphere (around 800 hPa). Moisture profiles conditionally averaged on precipitation show a strong association between rainfall and moisture variability in the free troposphere and little boundary layer variability. A sharp pickup in precipitation occurs near a critical value of CWV, confirming satellite-based studies. A lag-lead analysis suggests it is unlikely that the increase in water vapor is just a result of the falling precipitation. To investigate mechanisms for the CWV-precipitation relationship, entraining plume buoyancy is examined in sonde data and simplified cases. For several different mixing schemes, higher CWV results in progressively greater plume buoyancies, particularly in the upper troposphere, indicating conditions favorable for deep convection. All other things being equal, higher values of lower-tropospheric humidity, via entrainment, play a major role in this buoyancy increase. A small but significant increase in subcloud layer moisture with increasing CWV also contributes to buoyancy. Entrainment coefficients inversely proportional to distance from the surface, associated with mass flux increase through a deep lower-tropospheric layer, appear promising. These yield a relatively even weighting through the lower troposphere for the contribution of environmental water vapor to midtropospheric buoyancy, explaining the association of CWV and buoyancy available for deep convection.
Introduction
A number of studies indicate that moist convection is sensitive to free-tropospheric water vapor, including observational analyses (Austin 1948; Malkus 1954; Brown and Zhang 1997; Sherwood 1999; Parsons et al. 2000; Bretherton et al. 2004; Sherwood et al. 2004 ) and studies using cloud-system-resolving models (CSRMs ; Tompkins 2001b; Grabowski 2003; Derbyshire et al. 2004 ). This dependence is apparently not well represented in global climate models (Derbyshire et al. 2004; Biasutti et al. 2006; Dai 2006 ), but sensitivity has been shown in some cases (Zhang and Wang 2006; Neale et al. 2008; Bechtold et al. 2008) . Deficiencies in the positive feedback between free-tropospheric moisture, cumulus convection, and large-scale dynamics may also contribute to poor global climate model simulation of multiscale convective organization, including intraseasonal variability associated with the Madden-Julian oscillation (Grabowski 2006) . Regions where drier tropospheric air flows into convection zones tend to exhibit sensitivity to changes associated with teleconnections and global warming. These regions also exhibit disagreement in simulated precipitation among different models, which is potentially associated with dependence on tropospheric moisture (Neelin et al. 2003; Dai 2006; Neelin et al. 2006; Lintner and Neelin 2008) . Because precipitation processes in climate models are very sensitive to the method of convective parameterization (Slingo et al. 1996) , it is of interest to investigate the relationship between tropospheric moisture and precipitation in observations and its representation in convective parameterizations.
A few recent studies have illustrated an empirical relationship between tropical column water vapor (CWV), scaled by some measure of free-tropospheric temperature, which does not change very much in the deep tropics, and precipitation, including a sharp increase or ''pickup'' of conditionally averaged precipitation at sufficiently high CWV Peters and Neelin 2006) . In the present study, we investigate the vertical structures of water vapor variability at Nauru Island in the western equatorial Pacific. One goal is to better understand the vertical distribution of the moisture variance associated with CWV, a metric easily available from satellite data, and to connect the CWVprecipitation relation to buoyancy computations for entraining plumes. Another motivation is to investigate the main vertical structures of water vapor perturbations, providing insight for intermediate-complexity models that represent water vapor with one or a few vertical structures, such as the quasi-equilibrium tropical circulation model (QTCM; Neelin 1997; Neelin and Zeng 2000) . Although we focus on radiosondes and gauge data from a single island, the relationships among CWV, plume buoyancy, and precipitation at these scales can inform both stochastic representations of convection and other parameterizations incorporating the effects of subgridscale plume interactions, including those that attempt to account for the variability of environmental fields within each grid box. A comparison of these point data to larger-scale satellite data is presented in appendix A.
After characterizing the vertical structure of water vapor and its relationship to average precipitation and CWV in section 3, we turn to the effects of different environmental profiles of moisture on simple plume models of convection in section 4. Analysis in terms of an entraining plume (e.g., Raymond and Blyth 1992; Brown and Zhang 1997; Jensen and Del Genio 2006 ) is used to connect the increased buoyancy of entraining plumes in moist environments with the sharp pickup of average precipitation at high CWV (and a corresponding increase in average cloud-top height is shown in appendix B). We also investigate the role of subcloud layer moistening versus free-tropospheric moistening on entraining plume buoyancy. The sensitivity of the results to assumptions of entrainment profiles and microphysics in section 5 provides insight into the challenges of incorporating environmental humidity in convective parameterizations. Weighting functions for environmental variables implied by different entrainment profiles, together with the constraint provided by matching the onset of deep convective buoyancy to the pickup in precipitation, are then used to explain why column water vapor provides a good variable for examining deep convective onset.
Data
The Department of Energy's Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) Program (Stokes and Schwartz 1994) maintains a climate observation site at Nauru Island (0.58S, 166.98E; Mather et al. 1998) . We have analyzed radiosonde temperature and moisture data and optical gauge surface precipitation from 1 April 2001 to 16 August 2006. The radiosonde data have been interpolated onto 5-hPa levels. The uncertainty of the Vaisala (RS80, RS90, and RS92) radiosondes is approximately 0.58C for temperature and 5% for relative humidity, although in the upper troposphere (above 500 hPa) relative humidity uncertainties can be much larger (Westwater et al. 2003) . The main observations occur twice a day, at 0000 and 1200 UTC, with occasional sondes around 0230 and 1430 UTC.
The precipitation rate is measured at 1-min intervals by an optical gauge with 0.1 mm h 21 resolution and 0.1 mm h 21 uncertainty. For comparison with the radiosondes, a 1-h average rain rate has been computed, centered at the launch time of each radiosonde. Because the sonde takes about 45 min to rise through the troposphere, this averaging window should give a good characterization of the precipitation conditions in the air mass through which the sonde rises. Time averaging also helps reduce the precipitation measurement noise inherent in the use of a single gauge; averaging over many hourly events, as is done in the analyses of this study, further reduces this noise.
The sonde pressure, temperature, and humidity data had a basic quality check at ARM and have been further constrained to be within reasonable ranges; the lowestaltitude sonde data have also been checked for agreement with ARM surface data. In total, 3491 sondes have been retained for the complete analysis (with 200 additional sondes containing acceptable data at some levels included in the water vapor variability analyses). The radiosonde versions analyzed in this study are not thought to have much dry bias, which characterized earlier Vaisala sonde versions (B. M. Lesht 2007, personal communication) . The sonde CWV values compare fairly well with 1-h averages of microwave radiometer values, with a correlation coefficient of 0.92. A slight tendency for the sondes to be moister than the radiometer at high CWV likely occurs because the radiometer cannot operate during rainfall and may have difficulties when cloud water is large. Appendix A includes a comparison of CWV between the radiosondes and Tropical Rainfall Measurement Mission (TRMM) Microwave Imager (TMI) satellite data over Nauru at three averaging resolutions, showing good agreement through the range of available data. Appendix B shows an analysis of cloud-top height data from the ARM Active Remotely Sensed Cloud Locations (ARSCL) product (Clothiaux et al. 2000) from April 2001 through January 2005.
3. Characterizing the vertical structure of moisture An important step in investigating the vertical structure of the transition to deep convection is characterizing the vertical structure of moisture variations as a whole. This endeavor is more complicated than the analogous problem for tropical temperature perturbation structures, which tend to follow reversible moist adiabats and are smoothed in the horizontal by gravity waves, at least in the free troposphere on large enough space and time scales (e.g., Xu and Emanuel 1989; Holloway and Neelin 2007) . Water vapor has smaller spatial uniformity than temperature in the tropics and is more locally influenced by evaporation, precipitation, and advection. Here we investigate the vertical variability of water vapor at Nauru and relate this to CWV, which in turn is related to precipitation.
a. Effect of precipitation on moisture structure
Profiles of specific humidity q conditionally averaged on precipitation (Fig. 1) reveal that it is mainly freetropospheric moisture, rather than boundary layer moisture, that increases with increasing rainfall. The spread among the curves is larger than the maximum confidence interval, indicating that the separation of the mean specific humidity at many tropospheric levels by average precipitation is real. Note that the bins double in width with increasing precipitation and that most of the sondes fall into the first bin (see caption for bin counts), which is basically nonprecipitating, so that the q profile in that bin is actually fairly representative of the mean profile overall. In the highest precipitation bin, there is actually a decrease in the subcloud layer moisture compared to the other bins, probably due to subsaturated downdrafts forming cold pools (see section 3e). Figure 1 can be compared to analyses of monthly and daily averages of specific humidity profiles from radiosondes conditionally averaged on precipitation in Bretherton et al. (2004, their Figs. 9 and 10a) . Although their monthly means from many long-term tropical radiosonde stations do not show much difference between spread at free-tropospheric levels and spread in the boundary layer, their 2 months of daily TRMM Kwajalein Experiment (KWAJEX) sondes do show variability similar to that in these 5 yr of ARM twicedaily data, although their values are a little lower. Concurrent work by Nuijens et al. (2009) for trade cumulus conditions near Barbuda finds a similar relationship between lower-free-tropospheric humidity and precipitation.
b. Leading vertical structure and relation to column water vapor
Two recent studies have investigated a statistical link between CWV and precipitation using satellite data. Bretherton et al. (2004) show that on daily and monthly scales precipitation increases roughly exponentially with CWV. Peters and Neelin (2006) find that precipitation, conditionally averaged by CWV over many individual events, tends to increase slowly up to some critical value and then rapidly increase above that. This kind of relationship can be detected in these ARM data as well, as discussed below in section 3c. An important question, however, concerns how the variance of CWV is distributed over different vertical levels. Figure 2a shows the results of principal component (PC) analyses (using the covariance method) performed on each level of q from 1000-200 hPa for all available sondes and for a much smaller ''high precipitation'' subset of sondes that occur within 63 h of 1-h precipitation values greater than 2.56 mm h 21 (red and blue lines, respectively). The solid lines show the variance explained by the first principal component (PC 1) for
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) profiles conditionally averaged on 1-h average precipitation rate in mm h 21 (color bar). Bin counts from the lowest to highest precipitation range are 2805, 93, 90, 59, 32, 40, 36, 49, 47, 43, 44, 30, 21, and 11 . Horizontal bars indicate the maximum, as well as a representative, 61 standard error of the mean (standard deviation divided by the square root of the sample number) range.
the two analyses, whereas the long-dashed lines show the total variance of q at each level. The PC loadings (or EOFs, not shown) are the square roots of the solid curves and are all positive for these cases. These principal components represent 53% and 49% of the total variance for all sondes and for the high precipitation sondes, respectively. In both analyses, the second principal component represents a much smaller fraction of the variance and is not well separated from the other higher principal components. The dotted red line shows total variance at each level of a hypothetical specific humidity field derived only from temperature and a fixed relative humidity profile (taken from the mean of all original sondes). This shows that observed changes in temperature alone, assuming constant relative humidity, could account for only a small amount of the total moisture variances. This is generally expected in the tropics for these short time scales and appears to be particularly true at this western Pacific location. The corresponding curves for sondes stratified by time of day (not shown) are not significantly different from these curves except for an approximately 625% difference at the lowest levels for the dotted red line.
The solid curve can be divided by the dashed curve in each case to get the fractional variance represented by PC 1 at each level, shown in Fig. 2b . The square roots of these profiles (the correlation coefficients between PC 1 and q at each level; not shown) line up fairly well with correlations between CWV and water vapor mixing ratio found for an average over soundings from many research vessel cruises in the tropics (see Fig. 5a in Yoneyama 2003) .
The most striking feature of these figures is the large peak in the lower troposphere for both total variance and fractional variance represented by PC 1. It makes sense that variance decreases upward in the upper troposphere because increasingly colder temperatures limit the saturation specific humidity and therefore the variance of water vapor. Smaller total variance at boundary layer levels is in agreement with many previous studies, suggesting that boundary layer q is tied fairly closely to SST, whereas free-tropospheric q can vary greatly because of processes such as dry air intrusions and advection from convective regions (e.g., Liu et al. 1991; Yoneyama 2003) . However, the small fractional variances in the boundary layer shown in Fig. 2b reveal that the maximum shared variance (PC 1 in each case) is dominated by the lower troposphere even more than would be predicted based on a fixed fraction of the total variance. Figure 2c shows the contributions to the CWV variance from the vertically integrated boundary layer (surface-850 hPa) and free-tropospheric (850-200 hPa) water vapor. Even though the boundary layer contains a mean vertically integrated contribution to column water of 27.5 mm, slightly higher than the corresponding value of 24.5 mm in the free troposphere, it is clear from the correlations and regressions (which add to 1, since these two layers add up to give CWV) that a large majority of the total column variance is explained by the freetropospheric layer. Figure 2d confirms that for each of these cases, the first principal component shown in Figs. 2a,b is almost perfectly correlated with CWV, in agreement with Liu et al. (1991) . Therefore, the solid curves in Fig. 2a represent the variance at each level explained by CWV, which as a whole represents approximately 50% of the total variance in each case as shown in the figure. Applying the above findings for PC 1, this means that freetropospheric levels contribute the great majority of the total CWV variance to an even greater extent than would be expected by simply taking a fixed fraction of the total variance at each level, and despite the slightly larger mean vertically integrated moisture contained below 850 hPa. Not only do free-tropospheric levels have larger q variances than boundary layer levels, they also vary together to a much greater extent than they share variance with boundary layer levels (as shown by the high PC-1 loadings in the lower free troposphere). This implies that to a very good approximation, CWV could be represented by a free-tropospheric vertically integrated q added to a constant mean boundary layer value (or even better, a boundary layer value that is a linear function of the free-tropospheric value).
c. Free-tropospheric versus boundary layer vertically integrated water vapor: Relationship to moisture structure and precipitation
To illustrate the vertical profiles of moisture associated with different amounts of column water, and specifically with the transition to high precipitation, we conditionally average sonde profiles on water vapor integrated over three different vertical layers. Figure 3a shows specific humidity profiles conditionally averaged on total CWV (the bins are equal width except for the two outer bins, as shown on the color bar). Although there is some spread in the boundary layer, the largest spread occurs around 800 hPa, consistent with Fig. 2a .
For CWV bins below about 50 mm, the subcloud layer (below 950 hPa) is more vertically constant and more sharply distinguished from the troposphere, as expected for stable subsidence conditions. Much of the tropospheric variability in these bins-specifically, the incremental decrease in q with CWV in the layer 850-400 hPa-appears consistent with subsidence (along complex trajectories) altering air that had once been closer to saturation (e.g., Sherwood et al. 2006) . Figure 3a also fits well with previous descriptions of dry intrusions in the free troposphere, which can suppress deep convection for over a week while shallow convection slowly moistens the lower troposphere (Numaguti et al. 1995; Mapes and Zuidema 1996; Brown and Zhang 1997; DeMott and Rutledge 1998; Parsons et al. 2000) .
Much of the variability occurs at the lower end of the CWV range, as discussed above; this is not seen for the humidity profiles conditionally averaged on precipitation shown in Fig. 1 . This is expected because the lowest precipitation bin in that figure contains the vast majority of sondes, probably including mostly sondes with middle and drier CWV values as well as some higher values. This association of near-zero precipitation with the lower half of CWV bins is confirmed by Fig. 3b , which shows precipitation conditionally averaged on the same CWV bins as in Fig. 3a .
There is a sharp pickup of precipitation above approximately 66 mm CWV in Fig. 3b . This jump is significant, as indicated by the vertical bars representing 61 standard error. The sharp pickup of precipitation roughly agrees with Peters and Neelin (2006) in both CWV value and shape, although the small number of sondes in the bins with highest CWV (illustrated by the inset in Fig. 3a ) makes it impossible to confirm whether the curve follows a power-law function as observed in that study. As noted in Neelin et al. (2008) and in the next subsection, these upper CWV bins do not correspond to fully saturated columns; in section 4, correspondence of the pickup to the onset of conditional instability of entraining plumes will be argued. The feasibility of observing the sharp increase in precipitation does depend on sufficient spatial and temporal resolution-for instance, daily mean values exhibit a general increase of precipitation with CWV in Bretherton et al. (2004) , but their CWV range does not reach 65 mm. Both the initial slow increase of precipitation below 60 mm CWV and the sharp pickup above 66 mm also coincide with transitions to greater cloud-top height (see appendix B).
When the specific humidity profiles and precipitation are conditioned on just the free-tropospheric column water (850-200 hPa, with bin edges chosen to correspond as much as possible to those for the total CWV), the results are similar to those found with the total CWV. This is expected; section 3b showed that lowerfree-tropospheric q variance dominates CWV variance. Indeed, Fig. 3c shows even less variance in the boundary layer, which of course follows from the use of a freetropospheric layer for the conditional averaging. The precipitation averages in Fig. 3d actually seem to have an even smoother pickup (of similar shape to that in Fig. 3b ).
Figures 3e and 3f confirm that the subcloud layer (up to 950 hPa) is much less related to CWV. Little of the free-tropospheric variability illustrated for CWV in Fig. 3a is captured in Fig. 3e . The precipitation averages in Fig. 3f perhaps suggest a slight noisy increase in precipitation with subcloud layer moisture, but the values are much smaller. This relationship has implications for intermediate-complexity models such as the QTCM. A single vertical degree of freedom in moisture indeed captures much of the effect on precipitation, but its variance is primarily in the free troposphere. Modeling can thus benefit from two degrees of freedom in the vertical (cf. Neggers et al. 2007; Sobel and Neelin 2006) to allow the free troposphere to be separated from the boundary layer, which tends to be closely tied to surface conditions.
d. Relative humidity structure
A question that naturally follows from Figs. 1-3 is the extent to which the higher values of specific humidity are approaching saturation. Figure 4a shows that for the highest precipitation bins, the average relative humidity ranges from 85% to 90% in the lower and middle troposphere. The lowest precipitation bin, which contains the vast majority of sondes (and is therefore a much smoother curve), is at the lowest end in relative humidity. However, there is much more of a spread in relative humidity when profiles are conditionally averaged on CWV, as shown in Fig. 4b . The relative humidity is around 95% for the very highest bins from 900 hPa through about 600 hPa, and there is also a large amount of variability among the bins at these levels. Clearly, the specific humidity variability shown in Fig. 3a corresponds to large changes in relative humidity rather than changes in temperature at constant relative humidity.
e. Precipitation lag-lead analysis
An important question regarding the association between CWV and precipitation is whether observations can supply an indication of causality. There are reasons to expect feedbacks in both directions. Convection can moisten the column via moisture convergence, detrainment, and evaporation (although on a larger scale convection is a net sink of moisture). A likely mechanism by which increased lower-tropospheric moisture could play a causal role in enhancing convection-by allowing entraining plumes to maintain higher buoyancy (Stommel 1947; Brown and Zhang 1997; Sherwood 1999; Raymond 2000; Tompkins 2001b; Grabowski 2003 investigated in sections 4 and 5. Derbyshire et al. (2004) found that effects of lower tropospheric moisture on buoyancy via entrainment appear to be quite important compared to other mechanisms involving downdrafts and cold pools (e.g., Raymond 1997; Tompkins 2001a) , although these and radiative mechanisms (Mapes and Zuidema 1996) may also play a role.
A lag-lead analysis on precipitation versus CWV can help strengthen or weaken a causality argument. Sherwood and Wahrlich (1999) found that CWV from sondes near satellite-detected convective systems was elevated within 3 h of convective onset, with peak CWV occurring just after onset or during ongoing convection. Mapes et al. (2006) used Tropical Ocean Global Atmosphere Coupled Ocean-Atmosphere Response Experiment (TOGA COARE) data to show that regressions of radiosonde q values on gauge precipitation exhibit positive moisture anomalies between 700 and 800 hPa several hours before and near the time of maximum rainfall, whereas anomalies tend to be reduced at these vertical levels (and increased at mid to upper levels) several hours after precipitation. These studies suggest that CWV is not just associated with heavy rainfall itself; rather, high CWV often precedes precipitation, typically in the form of mesoscale convective clusters or larger-scale features. Figure 5 shows profiles of average specific humidity anomalies (taken as differences from the highly populated bin with precipitation less than 0.0025 mm h 21 ) for precipitation above 2.56 mm h 21 lagging and leading the radiosonde by up to 3 h. The black curve is the same anomaly centered around the rainfall.
In general, Fig. 5 shows that q is highest at the time of precipitation and slightly lower before and after. The standard error bars for the q plots give an indication that the lag-lead curves are significantly different from the no-lag curve at most levels, although not necessarily from each other. There is some indication that levels below 800 hPa, and especially below 900 hPa, are moister before and during rainfall than afterward, possibly because of cold pools. In the upper troposphere above 400 hPa, there is slightly more moisture during and after rainfall. These lag-lead differences at different levels are consistent with previous data analyses (Sherwood and Wahrlich 1999; Sobel et al. 2004; Mapes et al. 2006) .
These results do not support the idea that heavy rain is directly causing the increase in q in the lower troposphere (although there is a peak in q at nearly all levels associated with the rain event itself). However, the main finding is that the atmosphere remains moist for all the leads and lags. Indeed, a comparison with Figs. 2a,b suggests that the main mode of variance for q is captured by all of the curves in Fig. 5 regardless of precipitation lag. In other words, within 6 h centered around heavy precipitation the atmosphere has already been moistened to near-maximum levels.
A likely interpretation of these results is that high CWV tends to persist for relatively long times, thus increasing the chance of precipitation during those times. This is supported by an analysis of microwave radiometer and gauge data from Nauru showing that CWV has much higher characteristic autocorrelation times than precipitation or cloud water . These findings also seem compatible with suggestions that much of the variance in water vapor in the tropics may be due to dry air intrusions from the midlatitudes or subtropics that moisten relatively slowly, as mentioned in section 3c. To better look at possible physical mechanisms responsible for the relationship between CWV and precipitation, in the next section we turn our attention to entraining plume analyses.
4. Impact of tropospheric moisture on buoyancy: Basics a. Moist stability profiles Figure 6 shows u e and u es , calculated reversibly following Emanuel (1994) , for all the bins shown in Fig. 3a above 50 mm CWV. (Because we are mainly interested in the changes that occur around and above the precipitation pickup, which occurs around 67 mm for these data, we have grouped all of the values below 50 mm into only two wide bins, which therefore have proportionately higher counts). An approximate measure FIG. 5 . Specific humidity anomalies (taken as differences from the highly populated bin with precipitation less than 0.0025 mm h 21 ) for precipitation above 2.56 mm h 21 lagging (before rain) and leading (after rain) the radiosonde by up to 3 h. The horizontal bar on the right shows the maximum standard error range.
(though one that does not account for the effect of condensate on virtual temperature) of parcel buoyancy and convective available potential energy (CAPE) is to draw a vertical line upward from u e at the parcel starting level. Where this line crosses the u es curve is roughly the level of free convection (LFC) of the unmixed parcel; the area to the left of the vertical line and to the right of the u es curve is roughly proportional to CAPE. It is clear that for the highest CWV bins, there are potentially buoyant parcels starting from many lower-tropospheric levels (up to 800 hPa), assuming they can be lifted to their LFCs. This will be discussed further below as it relates to the effect of entrainment at different levels on parcel buoyancies. It is also interesting that the highest u e profile is so close to the average u es bin, indicating that the profiles in the highest CWV bin are close to the saturation specific humidity level of the typical atmospheric temperature profile.
b. Buoyancy contribution for simple entraining plumes
Under the hypothesis that buoyancy effects govern the empirical relationships described above, we calculate the buoyancy perturbation profiles for plumes rising from the subcloud layer under various mixing assumptions. Figure 7a shows the resulting virtual temperature perturbations using original sonde data for a hypothetical parcel raised from 1000 hPa that simply conserves total water specific humidity q t and liquid water potential temperature u l , with no entrainment or loss of condensate. These individual sonde perturbation profiles have been conditionally averaged by CWV, with bin spacing as in Fig. 6 . Figure 7a shows that without mixing, 1000-hPa parcels easily become buoyant for nearly all the bins. (The CAPE values, obtained by integrating the positive part of these curves times the gas constant over log pressure, range from near 0 to around 1800 J kg 21 ). This does not correspond to the sharp increase in average precipitation shown for the three rightmost bins as seen in Fig. 3b , which have the same bin edges as in Fig. 7 .
We thus proceed to quantify how various assumptions for entrainment affect the correspondence between the pickup in precipitation and the onset of convective instability as a function of CWV. We begin with a constant isobaric linear mixing with coefficient x of 0.1% per hPa, following Brown and Zhang (1997) :
where r is a conserved variable andr its environmental value, and k denotes pressure level if x varies. Brown and Zhang (1997) tuned x to capture cloudtop height in TOGA COARE data. With this mixing, the virtual temperature perturbation profiles (Fig. 7b) show a distinctive (and statistically significant) separation around the same bin in which there is a sharp increase in precipitation in Fig. 3b . In other words, the three highest CWV bins, which have much higher precipitation, show distinctively larger buoyancy perturbations than their neighbors between about 850 and 150 hPa, with this separation growing larger at higher levels when this slow constant mixing has had maximum effect. These are also the only three CWV bins that are still positively buoyant above 400 hPa.
To show the relative importance of subcloud versus free-tropospheric moisture on plume buoyancy, Figs. 7c,d are based on constant entrainment as above but hold q and/or temperature T to constant (mean sonde) profiles in different layers. Figure 7c shows virtual temperature perturbation profiles for lifted parcels using a constant profile of q above 950 hPa, with T and subcloud q unchanged. Most of the bins have a reduced buoyancy above the subcloud layer, showing the importance of relatively dry air being entrained by the plume (note again that most of the bins chosen have greater than average CWV, since this is the transition region we are interested in). However, the subcloud layer moisture and u e , which increase along with CWV, also have an important effect on the buoyancy, which is especially noticeable by the spread in the curves from about 950 to 600 hPa despite the identical (weak) dry air entrainment (although this is compounded by the effect of q on virtual temperature, as mentioned below). If T is also held constant above 950 hPa (not shown), there is an even larger spread throughout the troposphere, implying that tropospheric T tends to increase with increasing CWV, most likely as a result of convection. These increasing tropospheric temperatures offset the higher parcel buoyancies due to higher u e in the subcloud layer; this, plus the relatively dry air that has been entrained equally through the lower levels by all the plumes, explains the low amount of spread in the upper troposphere seen in Fig. 7c .
The results of an analysis that is converse to that of Fig. 7c , such that T and q are held to constant mean profiles except for q above 950 hPa, which varies as in the FIG. 7 . Virtual temperature (K) difference profiles conditionally averaged on initial sonde column water vapor in mm (color bar), where the environmental (initial) sonde virtual temperature is subtracted from a profile determined by lifting a 1000-hPa parcel conserving total water and liquid equivalent potential temperature but also including (a) no environmental mixing, (b) constant 0.5% mixing, (c) mixing with adjusted sonde profiles using mean specific humidity for levels above 950 hPa, and (d) mixing with an adjusted sonde profile using mean temperature for all levels and mean specific humidity for levels below 950 hPa. Horizontal bars indicate limits of the maximum, as well as a representative, standard error range below 150 hPa [note that these bars appear on the side in (d) for visual clarity]. For a few sondes in (c) and (d), q values have been slightly reduced at a few levels to remove supersaturation.
original sondes, are shown in Fig. 7d . With nothing allowed to vary but the free-tropospheric moisture, there is a significant spread (as measured against standard errors) for mixed lifted parcels by the time they reach 400 hPa. The parcels mixing with the driest air, from the lowest CWV bins, reach negative buoyancy rapidly in the midtroposphere. The middle and higher bins show significant spread in the upper troposphere, and the top three bins are the only ones which remain positive above 400 hPa.
In the lower troposphere, without the compensating effects of higher moist static energy in the subcloud layer, the bins with larger tropospheric water actually show significantly lower buoyancy. This is because moist air is less dense than dry air of the same temperature; accordingly, all else being equal, parcels lifted into a drier environment are more buoyant (until they entrain enough dry air to lose their high moist static energy amounts). The effect of q on virtual temperature also helps explain the large separation in the lower troposphere in Fig. 7c . Note that the curves in Fig. 7d are much smoother than in Figs. 7a-c: this is because the environmental temperature, the main component of environmental virtual temperature and the main contributor to the wiggles in the difference profiles, is held constant.
A test of buoyancy profiles conditionally averaged by precipitation rather than by CWV (not shown) showed less spread and less of a trend toward higher buoyancy values with higher precipitation. This is likely due to cold pools and other processes reducing subcloud layer u e during actual precipitation (indeed, the lack of trend was reduced when profiles were conditioned on precipitation occurring 3 h after the sonde launch). Another factor is that (as Fig. 1 shows) there is less spread in tropospheric water vapor when conditionally averaged on precipitation as opposed to CWV.
Water vapor impact on buoyancy: Entrainment formulation and microphysics
a. Sensitivity to entrainment assumptions
The above analysis makes clear that linear mixing (used under the same assumptions, such as neglect of freezing, for which the coefficient was tuned) can yield a transition to buoyant deep convective plumes at a CWV value corresponding to the pickup in precipitation. However, there are a number of ways in which constant mixing is unsatisfying. Jensen and Del Genio (2006) find that a significant range of constant entrainment values is necessary to reproduce cloud-top heights; Kuang and Bretherton (2006) estimate substantially larger values in CSRM simulations, which if implemented in these soundings would not yield the right transition to deep convection.
Recent analysis of large-eddy simulations (LES) of convective boundary layers de Roode et al. 2000; de Haij 2005) points toward a different dependence: a mixing coefficient proportional to z 21 , where z is height, in the layer in which plume mass flux is growing. Here we argue that such entrainment arises naturally in plume models and leads to appealing consequences for thinking about the relative importance of different vertical layers. In particular, expressing the effects of entrainment in terms of a weighting function on environmental variables provides insight into why CWV provides a good index for buoyancy. The relationship to plume models is more succinct in z coordinates, whereas the weighting function is simpler in pressure coordinates, so both are used. We then show sensitivity tests for two cases of such mixing. In section 5b we discuss the sensitivity of the buoyancy analysis to microphysics assumptions.
1) DEEP INFLOW ENTRAINMENT
A standard continuity expression for updraft mass flux m (Stommel 1947; Siebesma et al. 2007 
where e and d are the entrainment and detrainment rates, respectively. If a deep convective plume consists of increasing mass flux through the whole lower troposphere, assuming that entrainment is much greater than detrainment, then, following arguments dating back to Austin (1948) , (2) implies large lower-tropospheric entrainment rates. Such deep inflow may be seen in observed core updraft velocity to about 5 km in Global Atmospheric Research Program (GARP) Atlantic Tropical Experiment (GATE) cumulonimbus (Fig. 5 of LeMone and Zipser 1980) and in CSRM-simulated updraft velocity up to about 6 km (Fig. 8 of Robe and Emanuel 1996) . Here we seek simple examples that allow us to visualize the consequences of such ''deep inflow'' entrainment. This can provide a contrasting approximation to constant entrainment implementations such as that used in section 4b, which effectively assume a large entrainment rate (m increases from 0 to a finite value) through the first layer and then a much smaller rate of increase in subsequent layers. We further motivate these deep inflow entrainment cases by noting that they arise naturally from the argument first articulated by Houghton and Cramer (1951) that entrainment is necessitated by the increase of vertical velocity with height in a convective plume due to acceleration by buoyancy. Houghton and Cramer (1951) termed this ''dynamic entrainment,'' although this term is also used to refer to ordered inflow, as opposed to turbulent entrainment (e.g., Ferrier and Houze 1989) . For our purposes, the key effect is that the inflow to the plume remains substantial through a deep lower-tropospheric layer.
From (2), we can compute an entrainment coefficient for any mass flux profile if we neglect detrainment (Ogura and Cho 1973) . We consider a family of mass flux profiles increasing smoothly from zero at low levels (and connecting to some other dependence in the midtroposphere):
An exponent a 5 1 would be a linear increase in height, which might correspond to a lower-tropospheric response to a baroclinic wave or to an entraining plume under circumstances outlined below. An exponent a 5 1/2 might correspond to the z 1/2 updraft velocities seen in dimensional arguments as early as Scorer (1957) . In (2), this mass flux family yields
which corresponds to the entrainment vertical dependence of Siebesma et al. (2007) . Entrainment effects on a conserved quantity in the plume (e.g., Siebesma et al. 2007 ) are given by ›r ›z 5 e(r À r).
For clarity we use z coordinates here, although our computations will use the corresponding equation in pressure ( p) coordinates. Using (5) for potential temperature to diagnose entrainment rates in LES simulations of convective boundary layers (de Roode et al. 2000; de Haij 2005; Siebesma et al. 2007 ) led to an empirical fit for the mixing coefficient e 5 c e z
21
, with c e ' 0.4-0.55 (Jakob and Siebesma 2003) . For these boundary layer LES studies, e can contain another term that has a maximum near the trade inversion ), but we omit this for the present focus on low levels of a deep convective plume.
2) RELATIONSHIP TO UPDRAFT VELOCITY
EQUATION
For additional justification, consider an updraft velocity equation (e.g., Siebesma et al. 2007) :
where w u is the updraft velocity, B is the buoyancy term, and c and a are constants. The z 21 in the first rhs term comes from assuming that e has the form (4). The pressure term can be considered as part of B or the coefficients depending on assumptions. Values of the coefficients will be unimportant to the results used here. A solution for this is
If B does not vary strongly with height this gives w u } z 1/2 , which yields c e 5 a 5 0.5 (neglecting detrainment and assuming that density and plume area coverage do not change rapidly such that m has approximately the same vertical dependence of w u ). This is close to the LES value for shallow convection Jakob and Siebesma 2003) , thus roughly explaining that value. If B instead increases linearly with height, one obtains an updraft velocity that increases roughly linearly with height, w u } z. Buoyancy profiles are of course more complex, but roughly linear increases may be seen above 0.6 km in simulated CSRM updrafts (Kuang and Bretherton 2006, their Fig. 5 ). We note that in Fig. 7 , for different CWV bins, the buoyancy through the lower troposphere can be increasing or relatively constant, and thus for sensitivity studies it is reasonable to use mixing coefficients motivated by each of these two cases.
3) DEEP INFLOW MIXING CASES
We thus choose two cases of mixing coefficient vertical dependence: Deep Inflow A corresponds to the Siebesma et al. (2007) LES-based dependence, and Deep Inflow B corresponds to an increase in mass flux that is linear at low levels, tapering in midtroposphere. If detrainment is neglected, these would correspond to an exponent a of 0.4 and 1, respectively, in (3) and (4) (with 0.4 found empirically as mentioned above). Where z and w are needed for calculations, we use the mean height and density over all sondes to convert to/from p coordinates.
Specifically, for Deep Inflow A,
where x k is the coefficient in (1) (which was held constant in the previous section), Dz is a positive finite difference layer depth, and c e 5 0.4. For Deep Inflow B, we choose a lower-tropospheric w u profile that increases nearly linearly at low levels, namely a quarter sine wave in z with zero at 1000 hPa and maximum at 430 hPa (7 km). This roughly approximates the Robe and Emanuel (1996) updraft velocities and is loosely consistent with observational studies of convective regions (e.g., LeMone and Zipser 1980; Cifelli and Rutledge 1994; LeMone and Moncrieff 1994) . Small variations of the m-profile shape have little overall effect, and the magnitude is irrelevant (although the level of maximum w u will determine where entrainment tapers off to zero). Mixing coefficients are computed from the p-coordinate version of (2), neglecting detrainment, using x k 5 2m 21 (›m/›p)Dp, with Dp defined to be positive. Below 900 hPa, where small mass flux requires caution in finite differencing, we use analytical results from (10) below, yielding
Dp. Above 430 hPa, where the mass flux no longer increases, entrainment is set to zero for simplicity.
4) VERTICAL WEIGHTING OF ENVIRONMENTAL
VALUES
For a plume increasing from zero mass flux at pressure p 0 the value of conserved quantity r within the plume at level p is related to the environmental valuẽ r by
from the p-coordinate version of (5) and neglecting detrainment in (2). The vertical rate of increase of mass gives the weighting of the environmental variable. For the case of a linearly increasing plume m 5 c( p 0 2 p), this reduces to the vertical average over all levels below:
Therefore, although e and x decrease rapidly above the surface, this linear case shows that this does not necessarily result in strong dependence on near-surface values. Equal increments of mass are brought into the plume at each level, and the apparent high entrainment is simply because the mass flux is small near the surface. This can also be thought of as plumes rising more slowly having more time for dilution, related to the Neggers et al. (2002) argument for modeling entrainment rates as the inverse of updraft velocity.
This linear case further makes clear why CWV is a very reasonable indicator of buoyancy for deep entraining plumes. For this mass-flux profile, midtropospheric buoyancy depends on the environmental water vapor vertically integrated through the lower troposphere, a quantity similar to CWV. This case with equal weighting is for m linear in pressure; in the lower midtroposphere differences arise from a case linear in z, but these are small compared to the range of profiles under consideration here. Different mass flux profiles yield different vertical weighting. For instance, for m } ( p 0 2 p) a , the weighting is ( p 0 2 p) a21 , which weights lower levels more heavily (when a , 1). Specifically,
To provide a quick comparison of the weighted averages (10) and (11), consider the level at whichr has the same value as the weighted mean, for a linear decrease in the environmental variable. For (10), this equivalent level occurs halfway-that is, at an interval ( p 0 2 p)/2 above p 0 . For (11) with a 5 1/2, the equivalent level shifts only modestly, to ( p 0 2 p)/3 above p 0 . If we consider instead a piecewise constant profile ofr with a value r b for p . p b , and r t in the lower free troposphere, (11) yields a fraction of
contributed by the boundary layer r b . For a 5 1, contributions are proportional to layer depth, as seen in (10). For a 5 1/2, the boundary layer receives a larger weighting than a free-tropospheric layer of the same depth, but the contribution of, say, a layer from 925-700 hPa would be equal to that of a boundary layer from 1000-925 hPa; for evaluation of buoyancy at midlevels, the contribution 925-500 hPa would exceed that of the boundary layer. Overall, even when the vertical mean is not the optimal weighting, environmental CWV will be a reasonable buoyancy estimator for any mass flux increasing through a deep lower-tropospheric layer, especially given the preponderance of CWV-associated moisture variance occurring in the lower free troposphere.
5) SENSITIVITY TO DEEP INFLOW MIXING
PROFILES
Figures 8a and 8b show entraining plume buoyancy profiles resulting from the Deep Inflow A and Deep Inflow B cases. Although these different mixing profiles show different values in Fig. 8 for the exact level of sign change (neutral buoyancy) for the different buoyancy profiles, the qualitative spread and order of the curves is not much different for these two mixing schemes or for those in the buoyancy profiles for the constant mixing in Fig. 7b . As in the constant mixing case, only the top few curves (corresponding to the precipitation pickup in Fig. 3b ) are buoyant at certain levels (although the vertical levels for which this is true are lower in these latter two mixing cases-the inclusion of ice processes discussed in section 5b below offers one explanation for this). There is less sensitivity to 1000-hPa u e in these vertically dependent mixing cases, as should be expected given the greater emphasis placed on entraining lower-tropospheric air through a relatively deep layer.
For Deep Inflow B (Fig. 8b) , few CWV bins have buoyant shallow cumulus plumes, but this is not surprising because strong entrainment occurs through the whole lower troposphere. For shallow cumulus, the Deep Inflow A profile-or the full LES-based mixing profile of Siebesma et al. (2007) -is likely more suitable.
Even more than the Deep Inflow A mixing scheme, the Deep Inflow B scheme places importance on all of the lower-tropospheric values, not just the subcloud layer. Because CWV captures variance throughout the lower free troposphere but includes contributions from the subcloud layer as well, CWV would be a good predictor of buoyancy if real mixing occurred as described by the deep inflow theory for locations that already have wind profiles typical of deep convection regions. As mentioned above, (10) results in equal weighting of all lower-tropospheric levels in the plume buoyancy, implying that CWV, which weights many lower-tropospheric environmental moisture levels, should indeed be a good indicator of deep convection and precipitation.
b. Sensitivity to microphysics assumptions
An analysis of the sensitivity of the above buoyancy profiles to microphysics assumptions reveals a large amount of uncertainty in the specific values of buoyancy, although not in the monotonic order of the curves. Figures 8c and 8d show the effects of including ice mixing above the freezing level for the Deep Inflow A and Deep Inflow B mixing schemes, respectively. The mixing process is similar to that used above, except that instead of conserving the liquid water potential temperature u l , we instead conserve the ice-liquid water potential temperature u il [Bryan and Fritsch 2004, their Eq. (23) ]. This reduces to the reversible liquid water potential temperature used above (from Emanuel 1994) when there is no ice. To make the positive buoyancy contribution from freezing obvious, all liquid is converted to ice when the plume reaches 08C; this is the only irreversible process other than the mixing and is accomplished by equating the total enthalpies of all states before and after the freezing process (Emanuel 1994) . This is presented as a limiting case that gives an upper bound on the impact of the freezing because no condensate is dropped out prior to freezing, and the freezing is done instantaneously. Implementing the phase change gradually between 08 and 2408C (e.g., Raymond and Blyth 1992; Bryan and Fritsch 2004) would spread this warming through a layer extending upward to about 250 hPa.
The curves including ice for the top CWV bins in Figs. 8c,d are buoyant throughout the troposphere; in the Deep Inflow B case, only the top two CWV curves retain their buoyancy, although the third-highest bin becomes only slightly negatively buoyant from about 800-700 hPa. Buoyancy above the freezing level for plumes that are negatively buoyant below is unlikely to be realized in practice. Again, the Deep Inflow B mixing is not appropriate for shallow convection, as seen by the lack of shallow buoyant plumes in Fig. 8d . In both of these ice cases, there is still a large separation in the curves corresponding to CWV and a particularly noticeable separation between the top three bins and the lower ones, as discussed in previous figures. This again relates well to the precipitation pickup seen in Fig. 3 . The constant mixing case, with freezing including, would not correspond well to this pickup because most bins would yield deep convection.
Another aspect of microphysics that affects the buoyancy values of mixing profiles is the treatment of hydrometeors, although Wei et al. (1998) found that entrainment was much more important than liquid water loading for updraft buoyancy in warm tropical oceanic convection. In all of the above analyses, all liquid and/or ice is retained in the mixed parcels (although of course q t is one of the mixed variables). Using a pseudoadiabatic entropy as the conserved variable above saturation (and thereby removing condensate and its effects on buoyancy) tends to increase the buoyancy by as much as 2 K in the midtroposphere, with lower increases above and below this, and with slight decreases at very high levels (not shown). This level of sensitivity to hydrometeor removal, as well as the sensitivity seen for ice processes above, is broadly consistent with the approximately 3-K differences seen in Raymond and Blyth (1992) . Again, the order and separation of the curves is not affected much. The positive change comes from the removal of condensate loading in the virtual temperature calculation, whereas the reduction and eventual reversal of that change at upper levels reflects the lack of additional enthalpy transferred from condensate to air (Emanuel 1994) . Although the removal of all condensate below the freezing level is unrealistic, above that level it is expected that some of the additional buoyancy gained from the removal of condensate could further increase the strength of updrafts.
c. Sensitivity to column temperature and relative humidity
The relationship between moisture and precipitation should depend on temperature. For this deep tropical location, temperature variations are small enough that they could be ignored to a first approximation. This was addressed in Figs. 2a and 4b , showing that most of the changes of q associated with changes in CWV are due to changes in relative humidity, not changes in temperature.
A plausible next approximation might be to consider column relative humidity (the ratio of CWV to saturation CWV) following Bretherton et al. (2004) . However, the rapid pickup in precipitation actually has a different temperature dependence ), occurring at a subsaturation that increases with temperature.
We examined both possibilities in the ARM sonde data. The analyses of Figs. 3, 7, and 8 were repeated (i) using column relative humidity and (ii) binning the data by 1000-200-hPa column average temperature (with 1-K width). The precipitation pickup occurred with similar magnitude to Fig. 3 for all cases, and the shifts as a function of temperature appeared consistent with those in Neelin et al. (2008) , whereas normalization by saturation CWV caused overcompensation. However, the results of these analyses were noisy because of small sample size, even for bins only 1 K from the mean. Definitive results would require data through a larger range of temperatures. The buoyancy relationships were noisy as well, but the spread was similar to Fig. 7 .
Conclusions
Five years of radiosonde and precipitation gauge data from Nauru Island are used to examine the relationship of the vertical structure of water vapor to tropical deep convection. The leading vertical principal component of specific humidity, which is highly correlated with CWV, peaks in the lower troposphere around 800 hPa and has a relatively small contribution from subcloud levels. The variances associated with CWV are due predominantly to fluctuations in relative humidity, not to changes in temperature at constant relative humidity. Although there is a larger average amount of partial CWV contained between the surface and 850 hPa than there is above 850 hPa, nearly all CWV variance can be explained by the variance in the layer above 850 hPa. The boundary layer contains slightly more water vapor, but because it is tied closely to the surface by turbulent and convective processes, its variance is much smaller, and that smaller variance is itself correlated with the freetropospheric variance.
Moisture profiles conditionally averaged on precipitation show a strong association between rainfall and moisture variability in the free troposphere and little boundary layer variability. When precipitation is conditionally averaged on CWV, a sharp pickup occurs at high enough CWV, consistent with other observational studies Peters and Neelin 2006) . Furthermore, this same pickup can be reproduced by conditionally averaging precipitation only on the partial CWV from 850-200 hPa, while averaging only on subcloud-layer (below 950 hPa) water vapor shows little corresponding response in precipitation. This suggests that moisture above the boundary layer is the key component in the relationship between CWV and the transition to deep convection and higher average precipitation rates, at least over tropical ocean regions comparable to Nauru.
Because CWV is widely observed from satellite retrievals, we seek to understand why it proves to be such a useful indicator of favorable conditions for tropical deep convection. (In appendix A, the radiosonde analysis performed in this study is shown to be relevant to the 0.258 latitude/longitude satellite footprint scales that have helped reveal the CWV-precipitation relationship.) The buoyancy of plumes rising under different conditions, for several entrainment assumptions, provides insight. The transition to high precipitation rates at sufficiently high CWV appears to depend primarily on free-tropospheric moisture, which can greatly affect the buoyancy of lifted parcels undergoing entrainment. There is also a dependence on the small but significant correlation of CWV and subcloud layer moisture and u e .
Entraining plumes tend to be far more buoyant at middle and upper levels for profiles with larger CWV values. This is robust for all three mixing profiles analyzed, although the level at which positively buoyant parcels reach neutral buoyancy differs, as does the relative weighting of entrainment from the free troposphere and boundary layer. Constant mixing, similar to many convective parameterizations, must be rather small to not kill convection by the time it reaches the middle troposphere; it thus tends to emphasize boundary layer u e . Using mixing values from Brown and Zhang (1997) can give the transition to deep convection at the approximate CWV value at which precipitation picks up, but only if freezing is neglected.
Two ''deep-inflow'' mixing profiles based on increasing mass flux through a deep lower-tropospheric layer are considered. One is based on LES studies of entrainment in convective boundary layers , and a second assumes entrainment associated with a mass flux profile increasing linearly at low levels and then tapering to a maximum at 430 hPa. Both yield an increase in buoyancy as a function of CWV. When simple freezing physics is included, the deep inflow mixing cases both give better correspondence than constant mixing between the pickup in precipitation in the upper few CWV bins and buoyancy available for deep convection. We note that these are presented as sensitivity tests that indicate directions to pursue in revising mixing parameterization and would require adaptation before use in a climate model.
Analytic results for these mixing profiles show how buoyancy in the midtroposphere depends on a weighted vertical average over the lower troposphere; in the case of a linearly growing plume, all lower-tropospheric levels are weighted equally. In the presence of such entrainment, CWV is thus a very reasonable measure of the buoyancy available to a deep convective plume.
These results underline the key role that freetropospheric moisture plays in the transition from shallow to deep convection. The observed pickup of precipitation with CWV is linked to increased buoyancy of entraining plumes, and the importance of accurately representing the entrainment process to obtain this sensitivity is shown. This adds an observational constraint on entrainment that may be useful in revising global climate model convective parameterizations and points toward entrainment schemes associated with more realistic mass flux profiles than the commonly used constant mixing. Because one motivation of this study is to investigate physical interpretations of statistical relationships between CWV and precipitation previously found using satellite data , we here compare ARM radiosonde CWV and TMI CWV centered at 0.6258S, 166.8758E, near Nauru. The TMI data are at 0.258 3 0.258 latitude/longitude resolution, from the Hilburn and Wentz (2008) algorithm; related microwave retrievals have been extensively validated (Wentz and Spencer 1998; Bretherton et al. 2004 ). To provide a sense of applicability of conclusions from radiosonde CWV to satellite data and potentially to parameterizations at various horizontal scales, averages over three grid sizes are examined. Values for two lower resolutions (0.758 3 0.758 and 1.258 3 1.258) are obtained by averaging all of the available data within the larger grid box for each satellite overpass, as long as the overpass at least includes data for the center grid point in the box. Times are assigned based on the center grid point. Each TMI CWV measurement is then matched to an ARM radiosonde if the satellite overpass occurred within 62 h of the sonde launch time. Figure A1 shows the comparison for averages by TMI CWV bins that are the same as used in the text. Overall, the values are very similar. The points lie close to the y 5 x lines (which are vertically offset for the gray cases for visual clarity), almost always within one standard error of the mean. There are very few satellite CWV values above about 66 mm, so the comparison is difficult to make there. However, when we use the same ARM precipitation gauge data from Nauru that we analyzed above and average within 630 min. of the satellite CWV data, we can reproduce a pickup of precipitation near those same high bins (combined into one bin above 66 mm) that we saw with the ARM sondes. We can also largely reproduce the same precipitation pickup using TMI precipitation sampled near the ARM sondes (not shown).
APPENDIX B
Convective Cloud-Top Height Conditioned on Column Water Vapor
Previous studies suggest that the transitions we see in entraining plume buoyancy and precipitation are likely present in cloud-top height as well. Brown and Zhang (1997) tuned their constant entrainment profile to predict cloud-top height; Jensen and Del Genio (2006) found that cumulus congestus cloud-top heights at Nauru tend to be limited more by midtropospheric dryness than by freezing level stability. An observational product combining micropulse lidar and cloud radar to determine the height of convective clouds (Clothiaux et al. 2000 ) is available at Nauru, although the attenuation effects present at rainfall amounts above 5 mm h 21 (Jensen and Del Genio 2006 ) make the measurements problematic for the transition to very high rain rates of interest here. With this caveat, this appendix is included to provide a sense of how the precipitation pickup described in the text might relate to studies based on cloud-top height.
To test whether the precipitation pickup corresponds to a transition in cloud-top height, we find the highest heights for convective clouds (those with cloud base below 2 km) within 630 min of each radiosonde launch time. We then conditionally average these maximum heights by CWV (Fig. B1, black filled diamonds) . These values roughly show the three main convective cloud types found by Johnson et al. (1999) : shallow cumulus, congestus, and cumulonimbus. Our precipitation pickup (which occurs above about 66 mm CWV) appears to correspond to a transition from conditions where the highest clouds are congestus to conditions where cumulonimbus are common, although the average highest cloud-top heights are still far below the tropopause in this estimate. This apparent underestimation is likely due to attenuation of lidar and radar as the average rainfall increases, and the last bin is especially suspect for this reason and is therefore shaded in gray. We also show the fraction of these maximum cloud-top heights that are above 400 hPa, again as an indication of deep convection (and again shading the last bin a lighter color because of likely attenuation effects). The other transition evident in Fig. B1 , from shallow cumulus to congestus occurring just below the 60-mm CWV bin, corresponds to the slow increase in precipitation averages evident around those CWV bins in Fig. 3b .
